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FROM DEFICITS TO AWESOMENESS

It is so easy to focus on the negatives of ADHD. But
what kind of message does that send kids when
they receive negative feedback all day? When we
focus on deficits, kids begin to believe there is
something wrong with them. They internalize these
experiences and may feel shame, anxiety, sadness,
hopelessness, and even anger. It are these feelings
that cause a true disability.

Instead of crippling kids with shame, lets shine the
light on the assets ADHD brings to foster their
ongoing success and promote their awesomeness.

Difficulties commonly associated to ADHD
are presented in a positive light to help
you understand the assets of ADHD and to
embrace your child’s awesomeness!
Note: The term ADHD includes all kids with attention
difficulties, whether they have difficulties with
hyperactivity or not.

ADHD is Awesome!

In this strengths-based eBook, you
will learn about the positive sides, or
FLIPSIDES, of ADHD.

ENERGY

HYPERACTIVITY

We tend to think of hyperactivity as bad
because it can be disruptive and out of
control. Especially in the classroom. Or
while waiting for a doctor’s appointment.
Or wherever they are when they are not
asleep.

On the flipside, with hyperactivity comes
ENERGY! As an adult with ADHD, this
source of energy has proven to be one of
my greatest assets and has allowed me to
achieve the successes I have in multiple
domains of life.
Many world renowned athletes,
comedians, musicians, and even chefs are
diagnosed with ADHD. It takes a lot of
energy to reach that level of success.

Impulsivity. You know those times when
you have an urge to do something that
seemed like such a fantastic idea you had
to, just HAD to do it, but didn’t realize it
was a bad idea until too late?

IMPULSIVITY

This is a cornerstone of ADHD. Focusing
on immediate rewards (“I want it now!”),
kids with ADHD have difficulty thinking
about long-term consequences. By the
time they think of what they are doing, it
is already too late.

On the flipside, have you every
experienced an aha moment? A spark of
creativity? These moments come
spontaneously, out of the blue, in the
moment, and if we don’t write it down
right away, chances are, we will forget it.

CREATIVITY…

Kids with ADHD experience many of these
sparks. Once they get an idea, they are
often not interested in details and want to
get going. Because they have ideas that
just need to come out… in whatever
medium is closest to them…even if it
happens to be their little brother….

… or you know, the dog.

These kids often think outside the box because they are built
differently from the rest of the world and think differently.
They can see things others miss. And have different ideas of
how to do things. This is why they may do something
completely different from how you have asked/showed them
to. This is called innovation.

Kids with ADHD get bored easily
and tend to find things to do. Its
in those moments they tend to
get ideas and need to create,
whether it is making a clothesline
from all the clothes in your house,
creating plasma in your
microwave (speaking from
personal experience), or
decorating your house…. and
pretty much everything in it.

While they seem to create messes
in our eyes, if supported in
positive ways….

….we may one day realize the masterpieces they are capable of.

Life with a child with ADHD is never a dull
moment; they bring life to every situation.

Kids with ADHD are also willing to take risks
and face challenges. As adults, they are
more likely to dive into opportunities others
without ADHD would miss out on. For
instance, a large many start their own
companies while others play it safe with
their 9-5 jobs. Some of the most successful
business owners have ADHD; they had a
vision and went for it.

…AND ADVENTURE

Kids with ADHD also have such adventures.
In the moment we may be frustrated, but
we usually have some great stories to tell.
Besides, they are going to have the best
slide shows for their wedding ever!!

INATTENTION

Kids with ADHD are often caught daydreaming
and not paying attention to us. This can be so
frustrating for adults, especially when we have
to repeat ourselves when they do not follow
through with instructions.

Our brain is usually in one of two modes of
functioning: the wandering mode and the
control executive mode. Guess which one kids
with ADHD are often in?

BRILLIANCE

Although we need to spend time in both
modes of functioning, adults tend to
overvalue the control executive mode and
undervalue the wandering mode.

However, all of the great discoveries of the
world were born from that wandering,
daydreaming mode. When kids can’t stay
focused on point, they often see connections
others can’t see. There is nothing wrong with
inattentiveness, on the flipside, it’s actually a
source of brilliance! Mind wandering is
essential for effective brainstorming, problem
solving, and creativity.
Importantly, mind wandering is critical
because it actually helps strengthen the
brain’s ability to focus every time it has to
bring its attention back to the most important
work. (Therefore, rather than stopping
children from mind wandering, lets teach
them how to consciously refocus to improve
their control over their brain!)

But, on the flipside, distraction is a form of
curiosity, which is so important for discovery.
Adults may not be thrilled. But happiness is
doing what engages us. Not others.

DISTRACTIBILITY

Distractibility is frustrating for adults
because, for example, we often have to
remind children to finish things they should
remember to do on their own by now.

CURIOSITY

Yes, kids with ADHD are often distracted… its
because the brain constantly seeks external
stimulation, especially after a time of focus.
Hint: they tend to become distracted by
things that reward the brain more.
Therefore, be the most interesting thing in
the room and they will have no problem
paying attention to you!

Adults often
refer to kids
with ADHD as
lazy.

MOTIVATED

LAZY

True, kids with ADHD are bored by routine tasks.

As part of their life adventures and thinking
outside of the box, kids are drawn to
novelty; which, on the flipside, is an
important characteristic of superior students
in the area of motivation. When coupled
with their ideas, they end up creating fresh,
novel, exciting, and all around awesome
things. They are full of motivation – we just
need to tap into what is exciting for them!

HYPER-FOCUSED

As a young adult, I was one of those kids
called lazy because I would get so caught
up in other things, that at the last
minute, I’d slap together whatever it was
someone asked me to do. However, once
I started work that was meaningful and
worthwhile to me, I realized I was the
hardest working and productive person I
knew. While I may not have done what
others wanted me to do before, with my
hyper-focus, I have since accomplished
so many incredible pursuits that could fill
a few lifetimes.

PRODUCTIVE

Some kids with ADHD have difficulty
switching their attention when they
should and tend to hyper-focus on things
they shouldn’t. They often can’t think of
anything else and stay up all night
thinking and doing. On the flipside, in
these moments of passion, these kids
can accomplish anything they put their
mind to and get a lot of work done!

TIME-BLIND

We live in a world that is governed by the
clock. Kids with ADHD live in a different
world. To every parent’s frustration, kids
with ADHD are time-blind; that is, they
have little concept of how long 10 minutes
is (especially in the morning as they need
to get out the door to go to school).
Although others may expect them to be at
a certain place at a certain time or to get
things done in a certain time, kids with
ADHD have difficulties doing so. Like
baseball, there is no clock – they are done
when they are done.

Children with ADHD see time as a
dichotomy: There is either now and NOT
now. It is when not now (e.g., in 10
minutes) catches up to now (i.e,. the 10
minutes are up) that they get into trouble.

MINDFUL

On the flipside, when kids live in the now, they
are in the present moment; a.k.a. they are
mindful. They can engage in whatever is in front
of them from one moment to the next – a place
where we should all strive to be. Indeed, there
is a great movement towards living mindfully; a
state many adults strive for but have difficulty
attaining. Unfortunately, we often go through
our day on autopilot, doing one thing while
thinking of something completely different, and
thereby missing out on life.

Kids with ADHD not only fully experience life,
they also use their brain efficiently by living in
the moment. This is because the brain is only
built to focus on one thing at a time. Thus, kids
use their brain the way it is meant in the
moment; something that is very difficult to do
when stressed and caught up thinking of other
things.

Same goes with forgetfulness. While kids with ADHD
may seem forgetful, they are simply so engrossed in
what they are doing from one moment to the next that
everything else (i.e., usually the things we are asking
them to do) becomes secondary.

EXCESSIVE TALKING

Interrupting might also seem like a
problem to adults who are forever telling
kids with ADHD to wait before they speak.
However, within social situations, there is
less chance of awkward silence. You never
know what kids are going to say and, upon
reflection (if not in the moment), what
they have to say is usually pretty funny.

LEARNING & SHARING

Some kids with ADHD tend to talk to no
end – especially when interested in a
topic. They may ask non-stop questions,
to the exasperation of adults. On the
flipside, excessive talking and asking
questions is another strong behavior
characteristic of superior students, in the
area of learning. The more we talk about a
subject, the stronger we become on the
topic. The more questions we ask, the
more we learn about our world. Talking
through ideas also leads to novel ideas.

INTRUSIVE

Kids with ADHD are also very forgiving –
an essential quality for any successful
relationship. They often make mistakes
themselves and never expect anyone else
to be perfect.

EAGER & CONNECTING

Kids with ADHD can seem intrusive,
invading other’s personal space. However,
on the flipside, they are eager to connect
with others and make friends. Kids with
ADHD are often the most loyal of friends
and have the best intentions to be the
best friend they can be.

DISORGANIZED

SPONTANEOUS

Organization is not a detail kids with ADHD
focus on. But, part of their adventure is
never knowing what you will find when
cleaning. It’s like Christmas every week!
While they may not be planners and
organizers, on the flipside, kids with ADHD
are spontaneous and open to whatever life
brings them around the corner.
When I travelled the world, I went from
one place to the next depending on my
mood or who I met. I couldn’t have
planned a better trip. I never would’ve
seen the most amazing places or met the
most incredible people if I planned. Now
that I have a family, my husband plans our
trips. With plans came extra stress (i.e.,
when things didn’t go as planned, as they
never do). We were limited to the “mustdo’s,” missing out on other exciting things
we learned about along the way.
Sometimes going with the flow is the best
way to enjoy life! Way less stress there.

It took Thomas Edison
10,000 attempts before
he successfully
invented the lightbulb.
That, my friends, is
persistence.

STUBBORN

PERSISTENT

Another key characteristic of motivation is
stubbornness, which, on the flipside, is
really persistence. When they have their
mind set on something, kids with ADHD
will persist to no end and never give up.
Persistence is the key ingredient that
leads to great successes when they take
on the world with their ideas. The greatest
inventions and discoveries of the world
were made by the greatest people who,
above all, never gave up. The people who
had incredible tenacity and
determination.

Assertive

Defiant and/or Aggressive

Children with ADHD can come across as
defiant and aggressive. However, these
behaviours are often misinterpreted.

Instead of thinking of kids as defiant or
aggressive, on the flipside, consider that
they are being assertive to get their
needs met. This point is worth repeating.
In those moments we think kids are
being defiant or aggressive, they are
actually defending something they need.

(Assertiveness, by the way, is another
important characteristic of motivation).

However, their confidence and assuredness
can be a great asset for kids with ADHD
because they can get past other people’s
judgments and do what they do best. Like
ideate! When they feel competent, they are
also more likely to engage in an activity
(which, of course is critical if they want to get
better at it!).

Confidence

Positive Self-Illusory Bias

Positive self-illusory bias can be frustrating
for adults when kids with ADHD can’t identify
their misbehaviour. They often think they are
doing fine when teachers and parents have
other ideas (and are frustrated when kids
don’t take accountability for their actions).

Although only a few flipsides of ADHD are presented here,
there are many, many others. Consider your own child’s.
Does your child seem overly moody? Moodiness is a sign of
sensitivity and often times kids are very empathetic, able to
relate to others on a deep level.

Do you find yourself in constant power struggles and debates
with your child?

Chances are, your child is a
strong negotiator – a very
useful skill to have.

Perhaps your child does things that forever annoy you. But
when you look back, you can see that your child is actually
quite funny and that there is humour in every interaction.
Perhaps you can see your child’s resourcefulness, tenacity, and
even inspiration.

It just takes a moment to step back and consider your child’s
strengths. There are many. It’s just a matter of revealing
them and embracing them. ADHD can be a great gift, so it is
critical to capitalize on your child’s awesomeness.

ADHD IS
AWESOME!

Making Happy Happen One Family At a Time

Feel free to email Dr. Caroline with any questions
you may have related to this document or ADHD in general.
buzankopsyc@live.ca

